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Abstract A pronounced enantiomeric excess of LL-cys-
teine dimers is observed by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) on the Au(110)-(192) surface after partial thermal
desorption/decomposition of racemic cysteine. We sys-
tematically examine several possible origins for this
intriguing observation of chiral symmetry breaking,
including a chiral bias of the substrate, but remain unable
to identify the source.
Keywords Cysteine  Au(110)  Chirality  Chiral
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1 Introduction
Chiral symmetry breaking in chemical, physical and bio-
logical systems has attracted considerable attention during
the last decades [1, 2] as chiral asymmetry seems to be a
prerequisite for life [3, 4]; prominent examples for the
homochirality of biomolecules include the exclusive use of
D-sugar molecules in the DNA backbone and L-amino acids
as building blocks for proteins. The prebiotic origin of this
imbalance is an enduring mystery, although many different
sources of chiral symmetry breaking have been discussed
in the literature, including the weak nuclear interaction [5]
circularly polarized light [6] as well as extraterrestrial
origins [7]. Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking has
been demonstrated e.g. in crystallization from solution
[8, 9], but this is a statistical process where the opposite
enantiomeric crystallites are formed with the same proba-
bility in repeated experiments, preserving overall chiral
symmetry. Several mechanisms to inherit or even amplify a
pre-existing enantiomeric excess have been discussed. In
chemical systems this includes autocatalytic processes
[10–13], and it has been speculated if such mechanisms can
lead to amplification of a random, minute statistical
imbalance that occurs naturally in a racemic mixture
[14, 15]. Recently, phase transitions at the solution-solid
interface [16] or by sublimation [17–19] have been shown
to lead to amplification of small enantiomeric excesses,
ultimately resulting from different solubility/volatility of
racemic and enantiopure phases [19, 20]. Molecular
organization on surfaces may have been involved in early
formation of bio-polymers [21], and enantiospecific
adsorption of amino acids onto chiral surfaces such as
quartz [22] and calcite [23, 24] has been speculated to
play a role in establishing the homochirality of life [25],
although natural mineral surfaces are not themselves
expected to exhibit a chiral bias.
The long-standing discussion concerning the funda-
mental origins of biomolecular homochirality has been one
of several motivations for a wide variety of studies into the
adsorption and organization of chiral molecules on well-
defined single-crystal surfaces which have been performed
during the last decade [26–32]. These studies have in
particular relied on local-probe scanning tunneling
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microscopy (STM) which allows molecular and supra-
molecular chirality to be directly observed.
Surfaces that are otherwise achiral can be rendered
globally homochiral by deposition of enantiomerically pure
compounds [29]. Deposition of racemic mixtures or pro-
chiral compounds in contrast leads to surfaces that are
globally racemic [33–38]. This may involve formation of
domains consisting of both enantiomers [39] but most
commonly formation of two-dimensional conglomerates is
observed, i.e. the molecules segregate into locally homo-
chiral domains [40, 41] with domains of opposite hand-
edness being created in equal proportion.
Several experiments concerning chiral induction, i.e.
the ability to steer the chirality of molecules or assem-
blies towards one specific handedness, have been per-
formed [42, 43]. Chiral symmetry on surfaces may be
broken by the use of external agents in the form of a
chiral solvent [44] or a magnetic field [45]. A related
approach is the ‘‘sergeants and soldiers’’ effect where a
homochiral seed induces a chiral response in target
molecules as has been demonstrated in surface assem-
blies in a couple of instances [46–48]. Recent studies in
this direction have focused on the ‘‘majority rule’’ where
an enantiomeric excess among adsorbed molecules is
amplified in the resulting supra-molecular structures
[49, 50].
Another aspect of molecular surface chirality is the
metal surfaces themselves, which can be chiral if the
crystal is cut along planes of sufficiently low symmetry
[51]. This may either be considered an intrinsic property of
the entire surface [52], or attributed to specific chiral kink
sites [53]. Chirally specific interaction between molecules
and chiral metal surfaces has been demonstrated in a few
instances [28, 54, 55], and the opposite effect of chiral
faceting of a metallic surface through interaction with a
chiral molecule has also been observed [56].
In the present paper we report an intriguing observation
of chiral symmetry breaking occurring upon deposition of
the amino acid cysteine on the (192) missing row recon-
structed Au(110) surface under ultra-high vacuum condi-
tions. When a racemic mixture of cysteine is deposited on
the gold surface, a thorough statistical analysis of the
recorded STM images very surprisingly reveals a pro-
nounced enantiomeric excess of LL-cysteine dimers on the
surface. Inspired by the existing literature on chiral sym-
metry breaking we examine and discuss a number of pos-
sible origins for this imbalance, including statistical
fluctuations, chiral amplification, and an influence from
chiral kink sites of the substrate surface. However, in spite
of a very thorough and detailed analysis of a number of
possible sources, the origin for the observed breaking of
chiral symmetry for the cysteine molecules on the gold
surface remains a mystery.
2 Experimental
The adsorption experiments were performed in an ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) chamber equipped with the home-
built Aarhus STM [57] as well as standard facilities for
sample cleaning and characterization. The Au(110)-(192)
crystal surfaces were cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar? ion
sputtering at 1.5 keV and annealing at 800 K. Enantio-
merically pure L- and D-cysteine as well as racemic
DL-cysteine were obtained from Aldrich. The purity was
stated by the supplier to be 98% (L-cysteine) greater than
99% (D-cysteine) and greater than 98% (DL-cysteine). The
cysteine molecules were evaporated inside the vacuum
chamber onto the clean gold substrate from a home-built
evaporator consisting of a small glass tube wound with a
metal wire for resistive heating and with a Cr/Al thermo-
couple pair fused into the tube for temperature monitoring.
The source-sample distance was approx. 10 cm and the
typical evaporation time a few minutes. During evapora-
tion, the crucible was held at specific temperatures at
around 360 K, resulting in cysteine coverages ranging from
the sub monolayer regime to well beyond saturation of the
first layer (the coverage in the multilayer regime is esti-
mated to correspond to 1-3 saturated monolayers judging
from the used evaporation times). The cysteine powders
were used as received from the supplier, but were thor-
oughly outgassed in the evaporator before deposition. In all
experiments, the temperature of the gold substrate during
deposition was approx. 300 K. To anneal the deposited
films, the temperature of the Au crystal was brought to a
specific temperature in the range of 380–420 K for
5–15 min by radiative heating of the back side of the
sample holder. All STM images were obtained at room
temperature (*300 K) in constant current mode (It * 0.1
nA, Vt * 1.5 V) with the sample at negative bias com-
pared to the tip.
3 Results and Discussion
Upon sub monolayer deposition of cysteine onto a Au(110)
surface held at room temperature, a poorly ordered, aniso-
tropic phase of agglomerated cysteine is obtained (not
shown). Annealing this structure to 380 K results in the
formation of characteristic double-lobe features as shown in
Fig. 1a, which we reported upon previously [58] and
attributed to cysteine dimers. Depending upon the chirality
of the deposited enantiomerically pure cysteine, the main
axis through the dimers is rotated 20 clockwise (L-cys-
teine) or counter-clockwise (D-cysteine) with respect to the
[1–10] direction, as illustrated in the STM images in Fig. 1b
and c. The STM signature of the cysteine dimers thus allows
them to be identified as either LL or DD. When the racemic
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mixture is deposited, molecular dimers are observed iden-
tical to those obtained for the enantiomerically pure com-
pounds (Fig. 1d) while no new structures suggestive of any
LD dimers were revealed. This was ascribed to exclusive
formation of homochiral dimers resulting from a chiral
recognition process proposed from Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations to involve simultaneous opti-
misation of three interaction points for each molecule of the
dimer, as illustrated in Fig. 1e. From interplay of the STM
and DFT results it was concluded that the dimer resides on a
four-atom vacancy in the close-packed row of the missing
row reconstructed surface. The sulphur atom in cysteine is
covalently bound at a bridge site next to a low-coordinated
gold atom in the topmost row, the nitrogen atom coordinates
via a lone pair to the gold surface, and the carboxylic group
forms hydrogen bonds with the carboxylic group of the
other molecule in the dimer.
In the experiments reported upon here, we followed a
different protocol where racemic cysteine was initially
deposited on the Au(110)-(192) surface at coverages
beyond saturation of the first monolayer. The sample was
subsequently annealed at a slightly higher temperature of
420 K with the aim to desorb cysteine bound in multilay-
ers. Figure 2a shows an STM image of the surface fol-
lowing this procedure. Several differences compared to the
situation depicted in Fig. 1 are clearly noticeable. First, the
surface is re-facetted with large rectangular terraces, in
marked contrast to the characteristic ‘‘fish-scale’’ pattern of
native Au(110)-(192) where the terraces taper off in the
direction of the close-packed atomic rows (compare also
Fig. 4a). Second, the STM image displays a substantially
higher tunneling noise, which is directly depicted as small,
horizontal stripes over the close-packed Au rows. This is
interpreted as species diffusing rapidly on the surface,
which is confirmed upon cooling the sample to around
120 K, where the noise vanishes and additional particles
are observed (not shown). Third, several regions are
observed of a new regular structure which forms elongated
stripes extending more than 1000 A˚ in the [001] direction.
As can be seen in Fig. 2a, the rectangular terraces are
frequently terminated by these stripes. Figure 2c shows a
high-resolution STM image of this new phase exhibiting a
c(492) superstructure. The c(492) phase is attributed to
atomic sulphur adsorbed on unreconstructed Au(110)-
(191) patches as reported upon previously based on LEED
measurements [59, 60]. Control experiments involving
high-temperature thermal decomposition of H2S over the
Au(110)-(192) surface also resulted in a structure with an
identical STM signature.
Together, these observations imply that the annealing at
420 K results in desorption and partial decomposition of
the cysteine molecules, explaining the observed c(492)
structure of atomic sulphur and the rapidly diffusing
molecular fragments. In addition, a considerable mass
transport of Au atoms results in re-faceting of the surface.
From a detailed investigation of the surface terraces, we
conclude that the characteristic cysteine dimer structures
Fig. 1 a STM image showing the Au(110)-(192) surface after
deposition of sub monolayer coverage of racemic cysteine and
annealing to 380 K. Image size: 424 A˚ 9 459 A˚. b Cysteine dimers
observed after evaporation of L-cysteine. The dimers are exclusively
rotated clockwise with respect to the [1–10] direction. Image size:
49 A˚ 9 53 A˚. c DD-cysteine dimers resembling the LL-cysteine
dimers in size and appearance but exhibiting a 20 counter-clockwise
rotation. Image size: 49 A˚ 9 53 A˚. d Zoom into dimers formed from
the racemic mixture. Both dimers rotated clockwise (LL-cysteine
dimers) and counter-clockwise (DD-cysteine dimers) are observed.
Image size: 49 A˚ 9 53 A˚. e Model illustrating the cysteine dimer
adsorption geometry
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can nevertheless still be observed, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2b. These dimers are ascribed to a low number of
cysteine molecules that remain intact during the annealing
(the bonding model for the dimers make it unlikely that
they would form from cysteine molecules that were frag-
mented to any significant degree, involving e.g. loss of a
functional group). Inspection of Fig. 2b shows that all the
dimers are of the clock-wise rotated LL variant. This is very
surprising since the experiment leading to the STM image
in Fig. 2b involved deposition of racemic cysteine.
Observations such as this led us to systematically analyze
the distribution of dimers resulting from multilayer depo-
sition of racemic cysteine and annealing to 420 K. As
shown in the inset of Fig. 2a, the highly unexpected result
from analysis of 308 observed cysteine dimers is that 92%
are LL dimers, whereas only 8% are DD dimers, severely
departing from the 50% to 50% balance in the racemic
source material.
We are thus led to the intriguing conclusion that the
chiral symmetry is somehow broken in the performed
experiments. In the following we present and test a number
of explanations (see Fig. 3) for this highly surprising result.
One explanation might be that the excess of LL-cysteine
dimers only develops locally, while there are other regions
with DD dimers, maintaining a 50–50% distribution glob-
ally on the surface. To investigate this possibility, we
examined several surface areas, but an excess of LL dimers
was always observed.
Secondly, the observed imbalance might result from
a process randomly producing an excess of either LL- or
DD-cysteine dimers globally on the surface, but with an equal
probability for the two outcomes. To test this possibility we
repeated the STM experiment six times, always finding an
excess of LL-cysteine dimers. The probability of obtaining
this result from an unbiased random process is less than 2%
(1/26) so this hypothesis can effectively be ruled out.
A third possibility is that the gold substrate is the source
for the break of chiral symmetry. To affect the two
Fig. 2 a STM image showing a re-faceted terrace after high-
coverage deposition of racemic cysteine and subsequent annealing
of the substrate to 420 K. Image size: 897 A˚ 9 991 A˚. Inset:
Asymmetric distribution of LL and DD dimers resulting from such
experiments (see text for details). b On the terrace, cysteine dimers
are observed. Image size: 131 A˚ 9 144 A˚. c Zoom into the elongated
stripes observed on the surface, extending over several 1000 A˚ in the
[001] direction and showing a c(492) ordering. Image size:
131 A˚ 9 144 A˚
Fig. 3 Different possible scenarios that might account for the
observed chiral asymmetry. a The cysteine dimers separate in
L-cysteine-rich and D-cysteine-rich regions. Globally on the surface,
chiral symmetry is preserved. b A random process might result in an
excess of one type of enantiomer in a single experiment. However,
upon repetition of the experiment, a 50–50% distribution of
experiments with an excess of L- or D-cysteine restores chiral
symmetry. c The chiral asymmetry might originate from chiral
asymmetries of the gold substrate which may exhibit an excess of
chiral kink sites if it is slightly mis-cut. d Finally, the imbalance
might result from the sublimation process or the cysteine source
material
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enantiomers of cysteine differently, the surface has to be
chiral itself. An ideal, reconstructed (110)-(192) surface,
is, however, mirror-symmetric and achiral. A step edge is
not chiral either, but a kink site can constitute a chiral
center [53]. An STM image of terrace terminations on the
Au(110)-(192) surface is shown in Fig. 4 along with
illustrations of kinked step edges with mirror-image
structure. The kinks are classified as either S or R
depending on the order of microfacets at the kink site [53].
We previously showed in the low-coverage regime that the
two enantiomers of cysteine indeed interact differently
with the two types of kink sites [55]. It is thus possible that
the kink sites also influence the structures in the high-
coverage regime and somehow affect the thermal decom-
position of cysteine. An explanation for the excess of
L-cysteine dimers on the terraces might therefore be that
the particular Au(110) surface in play exhibits an excess of
kink sites of one type which could result from a slight
miscut of the crystal or perhaps even from chirally biased
re-facetting induced during initial experiments with enan-
tiomerically pure cysteine [56].
To investigate this idea, two chiral and mirror image
gold surfaces were prepared by deliberate mis-orientation
before polishing: We started with two gold crystals cut to
expose the (110) surface plane. Both crystals were first
rotated by 0.5 about the [001] axis (to create step edges).
Secondly, the two crystals were rotated by ±0.5, respec-
tively, around the [1–10] axis to produce chiral, kinked
surfaces that are mirror images of each other. A third
crystal polished with the best possible alignment along the
(110) plane was prepared for control. Mis-orientation by
0.5 is at the limit of the precision for aligning the gold
crystals, but was chosen since it for an idealised truncation
of the bulk structure should yield kink site terminated
terraces with a width of *110 A˚. Smaller terrace sizes
were judged inconvenient for identifying the cysteine
dimers on the terraces. The two slightly misaligned
Au(110) surfaces were examined by recording STM ima-
ges of random areas within the 2 9 2 lm2 range accessible
by our STM scanner head, and also for several macro-
scopially different positions on the sample. The resulting
images (typically 100 9 100 nm2 in size) were analyzed
with respect to the chirality of the observed kink sites and
were classified as S or R kinked depending on the domi-
nating type of kink site. On one of the two misaligned
surfaces, 101 images from nine macroscopically different
areas were evaluated, revealing 76 areas predominantly
exhibiting S kinks and 25 areas with R kinks being pre-
dominant, corresponding to 75% and 25%, respectively.
The other surface with opposite misalignment was exam-
ined at 126 different places and showed 29 areas (23%)
with S and 97 areas (77%) with R kinks. The special pol-
ishing of the samples thus indeed seems to yield the desired
chiral asymmetry of the surfaces.
The experiment was then repeated by depositing race-
mic cysteine on these three surfaces in the multilayer
regime and the distribution of cysteine dimers observed
after annealing at 420 K was analysed. The results are
reported in Table 1, showing LL dimer fractions in the
range from 70% to 87%. A clear excess of LL-cysteine
Fig. 4 a STM image of a Au(110)-(192) surface showing kink sites
at terrace terminations. Image size: 277 A˚ 9 299 A˚. b, c Schematic
models of kink sites which represent chiral centers at the surface. The
kinks are termed R or S depending on the order of microfacets at the
kink site [53]
Table 1 Distribution of DD- and LL-cysteine dimers on four different
gold surfaces (see text) after high-coverage deposition and subsequent
annealing at 420 K
Surface DD dimers LL dimers Sum
Au(110) original 26 (8%) 282 (92%) 308
Au(110) S 173 (13%) 1163 (87%) 1336
Au(110) R 49 (27%) 130 (73%) 179
Au(110) reference 147 (30%) 351 (70%) 498
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dimers is thus observed on all three surfaces, irrespective of
the chiral nature of the dominating kink sites. A chiral bias
of the Au(110) substrate can thus be ruled out as the source
of the chiral symmetry break.
A final candidate to consider is the deposition process
and the racemic cysteine source material itself. A standard
measurement of the optical rotation of a solution of the
used LD-cysteine powder confirmed it to be an exact
50–50% mixture to a precision of a few tenths of a per cent
and thus gave no indication of chiral bias in the source
material. In a series of experiments we returned to the
original preparation protocol with sub-monolayer deposi-
tion of the racemic mixture and annealing to 380 K to form
the dimers (compare Fig. 1). Table 2 summarizes the
results from an extensive statistical analysis of the distri-
bution of cysteine dimers resulting from this procedure on
all four surfaces examined. Interestingly, we found also for
this protocol a slight excess of L-cysteine, relatively inde-
pendent of the surface used, with the fraction of LL-cysteine
dimers being 56% on average. This slight excess was not
recognised in our earlier experiments [58] as an extensive
data material is required to detect it with statistical sig-
nificance. One possible interpretation of this result is that
the unknown mechanism leading to an L-cysteine excess is
at play already in this regime of lower coverage and lower
annealing temperature, but to a lesser extent than in the
experiments with annealing to 420 K. Another possibility
is that the evaporation source initially delivers this slight
enantiomeric excess of L-cysteine to the surface and that it
is subsequently amplified in the high-coverage experiments
during the annealing at 420 K where there is pronounced
desorption/decomposition.
One might speculate that an enantiomeric imbalance in
the deposition could result from having an unequal number
of crystallites of pure L and D cysteine in the relatively
small sample volume loaded into the evaporator, or from
an excess of L-cysteine crystallites close to the surface of
the evaporation source, leading to a bias in the evaporated
molecules. However, this explanation can be ruled out
since cysteine belongs to the class of racemic compounds
where the racemate crystallises with both enantiomers in
the unit cell [61], and pure DL-cysteine, as used in the
present experiments, is therefore expected to have an exact
50–50% distribution of the two enantiomers at the molec-
ular level.
With the aim to perform a deposition that was deliber-
ately chirally biased, we prepared a mechanical mixture of
70% D- and 30% L-cysteine from the enantiomerically pure
powders and loaded this in a single evaporation source.
Deposition was performed using our standard procedure and
the experiment was carried out in the low-coverage regime
with subsequent annealing at 380 K. The expectation in this
case was to observe the initial 70D:30L enantiomeric ratio
also after deposition, or possibly a distribution enhanced
in D, demonstrating an amplification mechanism towards
the major enantiomer. Instead, a detailed analysis of 649
cysteine dimers observed in this experiment somewhat
surprisingly revealed an essentially equal ratio of the two
enatiomers with 312 (48%) DD and 337 (52%) LL dimers.
However, recent investigations [19] in fact suggest that no
enantiomeric excess in the sublimate is exactly the antici-
pated result from sublimation of such a ‘‘kinetic conglom-
erate’’ [20]; the deposited amount is determined solely by
the vapour pressures of the enantiomerically pure crystal-
lites, which are identical, while the amount of material of
the two phases in the source material in the idealized case
is of no importance.1 We therefore cannot conclude from
this experiment whether there is a chiral amplification
mechanism on the surface following deposition.
Chiral amplification on the surface during the post-
deposition annealing might result from an autocatalytic
process [11, 12] or through a majority rule effect [49, 50]. In
this context it is also particularly relevant to note recent
results demonstrating that a small enantiomeric excess in
amino acid samples can be amplified by sublimation, lead-
ing to a substantially higher enantiomeric excess in the
sublimate [17–20]. The present experiments involve two
subsequent sublimations, one from the crucible during
deposition and one from the surface in the experiments with
multilayer deposition and annealing at 420 K, although it
should be noted that the situation in the latter case is com-
plicated by competition with thermal decomposition and it is
not the sublimate but rather the material left on the surface
which is examined. Furthermore, even if there is a relevant
mechanism for chiral amplification of a small enantiomeric
excess, it does not explain where in the present experiments
the initial break of chiral symmetry might originate from.
Table 2 Distribution of DD- and LL-cysteine dimers on four different
gold surfaces (see text) after submonolayer deposition and subsequent
annealing at 380 K
Surface DD dimers LL dimers Sum
Au(110) original 651 (42%) 892 (58%) 1543
Au(110) S 1194 (44%) 1546 (56%) 2740
Au(110) R 268 (46%) 320 (54%) 588
Au(110) reference 644 (46%) 765 (54%) 1409
1 A chiral bias in the deposited material could be achieved by
either depositing different amounts of enantiomerically pure
cysteine from two separate sources, or possibly by using a single
source loaded with racemic DL cysteine enriched with enantiome-
rically pure L or D cysteine in which case the enantiomeric ratio in
the deposit is determined by the vapour pressures of the racemate
and the enantiopure crystals which in general are expected to be
different [19].
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Previous cases of apparent chiral symmetry breaking in
autocatalytic, repetitive reactions have been attributed to
unidentified trace impurities [14, 15]. We tentatively suggest
that unknown impurities in the racemic cysteine source
material may also be responsible for the apparent case of
symmetry breaking observed here.
4 Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the adsorption of the
naturally occurring chiral amino acid cysteine on the
missing row reconstructed Au(110)-(92) surface using
scanning tunneling microscopy. Following deposition of
racemic cysteine we very surprisingly observe a pro-
nounced enantiomeric excess of LL-cysteine dimers on the
surface, apparently breaking the chiral symmetry. We have
examined and discussed a number of possible origins for
this intriguing observation of chiral symmetry breaking,
including statistical effects, a chiral bias of the Au surface
and possible mechanisms for chiral bias or amplification
during deposition or post-deposition annealing. However
the mechanism or source for the break of chiral symmetry
remains unidentified. We hope that our extremely surpris-
ing finding and the efforts undertaken to elucidate it may
stimulate further work within the fascinating field of chiral
symmetry breaking.
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